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This paper incorporates a melange of ideas into a new understanding of evangelical Christian growth. Existing
explanations of growth are well rehearsed within the social sciences, and draw clear distinctions between the
characteristics of evangelical organisations and the structural contexts in which they operate. A number of
theoretical and empirical assumptions render such explanations applicable in some countries, but not others.
Drawing on empirical data from Sri Lanka, I argue that closer examination of the recursive relationship between
organisation (agency) and context (structure) will lead to recognition of the fact that growth is a spatially defined
process, with evangelical organisations being tied to localities in complex and multifarious ways. A heuristic device
– the structural mosaic – is proposed and developed in order to account for the growth of evangelical Christian
groups in hostile environments around the world.
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Introduction
Over two decades have passed since Poloma and
Pendleton’s (1989) criticism of the lack of research
explaining the explosive growth of evangelical Christian
groups in modernity, a phenomenon that is widely
recognised as being ‘one of the most important
religious developments globally of our time’ (Freston
2001, 4). Subsequent years have witnessed notable
advances in identifying and explaining these develop-
ments (e.g. Cox 1996; Hefner 1993; Hollenweger 1997;
Jenkins 2007; Martin 1990 2002), yet important areas
are left wanting. The fact remains that growth is not
consistent throughout the world, with large territories
apparently untempered by the proselytising activity of
evangelical groups. Limited Christian growth through-
out North Africa, the Middle East and much of Asia
highlights the blinkered nature of existing explanations,
which is compounded by the fact that
Northerners rarely give the South anything like the attention
it deserves, but when they do notice it, they tend to project
onto it their own familiar realities and desires. (Jenkins
2007, 15)
Such projections have paralysed the discourse, prevent-
ing critical interrogation of the caveats and difference
that problematise and dilute existing theorisations.
This paper critically engages with existing theories of
evangelical Christian growth, drawing attention to the
assumptions that render such theories applicable in
some contexts, but not others. Addressing these
assumptions, I argue that evangelical groups are not
autonomous agents, but are situated stakeholders that
are both sensitive and responsive to the structural
conditions of a locality. Through an empirical focus on
the structurally hostile context of Sri Lanka, I develop
an alternative theorisation – centred on the structural
mosaic – that draws attention to the non-religious
agency of evangelical groups. Such agency is often
articulated in and through social ministries – a collec-
tive term used to describe a variety of social activities,
ranging from children’s education to aid distribution –
and engages with how evangelical intent intersects with
the production and contestation of both religious and
secular spaces. Drawing on Massey’s reading of space
as ‘the sphere… of coexisting heterogeneity’ (2005, 9),
I argue that space plays an important role in leveraging
the structural mosaic, and is therefore an important
arbiter of evangelical agency. To this end, I contribute
not only a geographical perspective to a discourse that
has illuminated the social scientific study of religion for
many years, but to the realisation of a more transgres-
sive geography of religion as well.
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Patterns of evangelical Christian growth in
modernity
Recent decades have witnessed a dramatic shift in the
character and growth of Christianity. Increasingly
associated with the Southern, rather than Northern
Hemisphere, revivalism has seen large mainline
denominations decline, smaller, more independent
churches grow, and ecstatic forms of worship replace
their more routinised, liturgical counterparts (Freston
2001; Jenkins 2007; Miller and Yamamori 2007). Such
shifts are commonly associated with Pentecostalism.1
Identified as the third wave of Protestant cultural
revolution (superseding Puritanism and Methodism),
there are an estimated 500 million Pentecostals world-
wide, registering a 700 per cent increase since the early
1980s (Anderson et al. 2010). The rapidity of such
growth and spread is ‘unprecedented in the history of
religions’ (Anderson 2005, 1), having reconfigured the
religious topographies of much of Africa, Latin Amer-
ica and some parts of Asia (Chesnut 1997 2003; Heuser
2009; Martin 1990; Smilde 2007; Stoll 1990). Moreover,
the relative recency of such reconfigurations under-
scores the fact that evangelical growth is often a
function of large-scale conversion to Christianity
(Freston 2001 2009), rather than more organic demo-
graphic changes, and has accordingly been described as
one of the greatest ‘success’ stories in the current era of
cultural globalisation (Robbins 2004). Attempts have
been made to explain how and why growth occurs, and
are often based on empirical examination of the
territories in which it is most pronounced.
Theorising evangelical Christian growth:
approaches, assumptions, opportunities
Existing theories of growth reflect Durkheim’s (1938)
dualistic approach to the study of institutions by
expounding either the structural conditions that facil-
itate conversion to Christianity or the agency of
evangelical organisations. Macro-scale approaches
emphasise structural factors – often by-products of
modernisation – that are common among places of
strong Christian growth. As economies develop, tradi-
tional values, lifestyles and systems of support become
increasingly redundant. Large-scale urbanisation
causes individuals to undergo physical dislocation, to
experience anomie and to respond by embracing new
religious alternatives. In turn, this enables small,
independent religious groups, which are adept at
meeting the felt needs of a population, to flourish.
Conversion and growth have, as a result, been theorised
as a neo-Marxist response to socio-economic depriva-
tion and change, or loss of the guiding moral frame-
work associated with tradition (for a review see Woods
2012a, 3–4). While such theorisations account for why
individuals convert, they do not consider how structure
can be a constraining (as opposed to enabling) force
that restricts Christian agency. Nor do they sufficiently
explain why individuals convert to Christianity and not
other religious alternatives. Indeed, it is the need to
account for the unprecedented success of Christianity
relative to other religions that highlights the value of
more micro-scale, organisational approaches.
Organisational perspectives emphasise how the
functional agency of evangelical groups drives their
rapid growth and global spread (e.g. Chesnut 2003;
Finke and Stark 1992; Robbins 2004; Stark and
Bainbridge 1985). Gerlach and Hine’s (1968, 28)
influential study of Pentecostals in North America
shows how the cellular, amorphous structure and
operations of such organisations enable them to adapt
and grow within a wide range of social, cultural and
political contexts – or ‘ecological niches’ – making
regulation and suppression difficult. Characteristically
they are also highly networked, with external linkages
providing the ‘core infrastructure of the Pentecostal
movement’ and affording its constituent members
‘considerable worldly power’. Characteristics like these
provide a significant source of organisational agency,
enabling a ‘self-governing, self-supporting, and self-
propagating’ (Lechner and Boli 2003, 390) form of
religious practice that lends credence to the belief that
evangelical organisations are autonomous and effective
agents of religious change.
Over the years the development of such perspec-
tives has, however, been limited by the treatment of
the organisation as the active determinant of evangel-
ical Christian growth, and the context within which
they operate as passive or extraneous. Many studies
emphasise the fact that evangelical organisations are
‘inherently flexible in different cultural and social
contexts’ (Anderson 2004, 236; 2005; Cox 1996;
Kaplan 1995) by showing how local forms of cultural
symbolism are often adopted through processes of
inculturation, while those that ‘inhibit their mobility,
freedom and advancement’ (Martin 2002, 133) are
purposefully rejected. Indeed Peterson et al. liken
Pentecostalism to the homogeneity of global capital-
ism, insofar as ‘particularity [is] only a strategy or
stepping stone toward the production of globality’
(2001, 40). Strategies of inculturation are top-down,
elite-sponsored attempts to control the synthesis of
religion and local culture, and retain organisational
sovereignty (e.g. Meyer 1999). As a result, evangelical
organisations are seen to operate in similar ways
around the world:
Churches in Asia, Africa, and Latin America share so many
common experiences. They are passing through such similar
phases of growth, and are, independently, developing such
very similar social and theological worldviews. All, also, face
similar issues, of race, of inculturation, and, still, of how to deal
with their respective colonial heritages. (Jenkins 2007, 13)
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This statement clearly reflects some of the assumptions
that blinker the development of more theoretically
robust, empirically inclusive explanations of evangelical
Christian growth. Similitude (expressed here in terms
of ‘phases of growth’, ‘worldview’ and ‘issues’) may help
identify the characteristics of Jenkins’ particular vision
of ‘Global Christendom’, yet is in equal measure
reductive, anachronistic and misplaced in many con-
texts. As Gerlach and Hine (1968) criticise relative
deprivation models for failing to account for variable
rates of conversion among people of a similar socio-
economic standing, the same logic can be applied to
organisational agency approaches, which do little to
account for the variable success of evangelical organ-
isations in different structural contexts around the
world. In order to understand such variability, research
needs to recognise the fact that while organisations may
be ‘autonomous’ (Freston 2001, 197), they are ‘not in
control of their broader surroundings’ (Stump 2000, 87;
e.g. McGregor 2010), and begin contextualising expres-
sions of Christian agency. Doing so will sensitise
discourse to the fact that rates of Christian growth
vary throughout the world, and are often symptomatic
of the context within which evangelical agency is
expressed.
While Christian growth has been most pronounced
in the Americas and Africa, and some parts of Asia (i.e.
the Philippines, South Korea, and to a lesser extent
Hong Kong and Singapore), throughout much of
Northern Africa, the Middle East and other parts of
Asia, growth has been stunted. Within such territories,
hegemonic Islamic, Hindu and Buddhist structures
mediate and suppress the agency and autonomy of
evangelical groups, creating situations whereby Chris-
tianity ‘find[s] it difficult to secure a base and avoid
moves to contain and isolate it’ (Martin 2005, 28).
Notwithstanding, recent years have witnessed a growing
concentration of evangelical activity within such seem-
ingly hostile territories, which are viewed by evangelical
groups as ‘spiritually impoverished’ (Stump 2000, 224)
and ripe for salvation. Such a paradox underscores the
need for a new, more multivalent understanding of
‘growth’ that considers the discursive method and effect
of establishing and consolidating an agentic Christian
presence. New strategies of evangelism and new modes
of organisational agency have arisen in order to
mitigate the effects of structural resistance and control,
creating opportunities for new perspectives on evan-
gelical Christian growth.
The structuration of religious systems
Existing understandings of Christian growth are typi-
cally ‘unidirectional’ (Droogers 2001), and focus on
either the structural drivers of religious change or the
agency of evangelical organisations. As such, they often
fail to take into consideration the recursive relationship
between evangelical agency and structural context,
even though they are co-constitutive, and both deter-
mine religious outcomes. Such a relationship is, how-
ever, brought to life by the poststructuralist sensibilities
of structuration theory. Rather than viewing structures
and agents as mutually distinct, Giddens (1984, 6)
instead highlights the recursive relationship between
them – what he terms the ‘duality of structure’ – which
causes each to inflect, yet be simultaneously con-
strained by, the other. Structure shapes agency, while
agency seeks to transform structure, a dynamic that
results in the ‘reflexive monitoring and rationalization
of action’ and heightened responsiveness to the chang-
ing social and physical conditions of the contexts within
which each operates. This presents an on-going cycle
that reflects and reproduces the (im)balance between
minority emancipation and majority control; Christian
growth and/or repression. Such understanding calls into
question the organisational agency approaches outlined
above, while helping to explain why such approaches
work in some structural contexts, but not in others.
Applying structuration theory to discourses of Christian
growth provides more accurate and inclusive under-
standings, but it also needs to be developed in order to
further its explanatory potential.
Specifically, embracing the duality of structure
should not be at the expense of recognising inter-
structural dualities. Focusing on the structuration of
religious systems, it is important that structure is not
reduced to a single category that collapses diverse (and
sometimes conflicting) elements of society, religion,
economy and culture into a single ‘whole’. Instead,
research must begin exploring the heterogeneity of
‘structure’. Indeed, Giddens’ emphasis on contextuality
foregrounds his ‘vision of society as a partly structured
mosaic of contexts which interact only in particular ways
at particular times in particular locations’ (Thrift 1985,
611; emphasis added). Such a specific reading of
contextuality is, I feel, at the expense of recognising
the mosaic of structure – the ‘structural mosaic’ – that
underpins (and often determines) context, and, when
unsynchronised, creates spaces for agents to exploit. To
recognise the structural mosaic is to recognise the
heterogeneity of structure, and to recognise the heter-
ogeneity of structure is to problematise the view that
‘structure’ can have an overbearing and deterministic
influence upon the efficacious actions and outcomes of
agents. Put differently, the structural mosaic sensitises
discourse to the opportunities for engagement and
subversion that present themselves when agents infil-
trate and change the conditions of ‘structure’, espe-
cially those structures that may be deemed ‘hostile’ or
seek to restrict the autonomous actions of agents.
More specifically, groups operating within the frame-
work of the structural mosaic express agency by travers-
ing categories of structure and structural understanding.
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When I talk of the structural mosaic, therefore, I refer
not just to one category of structure – the religious, the
social or the economic, for example – but to the
possibilities and opportunities that emerge when groups
traverse categories, engaging all or some at the same
time in order to express agency (e.g. evangelise), and to
achieve an overriding objective (e.g. church growth). It is
how evangelical groups use a house to establish a church,
for example; or how they distribute aid in order to create
a space of engagement through which they can evange-
lise as well. Categories of structure may be heteroge-
neous, but that does not mean they are not interlinked,
nor does it mean that one category cannot disguise,
influence or otherwise subvert another. By leveraging the
structural mosaic, evangelical groups are able to gain a
foothold from which religious agency can be expressed,
and religious alternatives can flourish.
The spatial modalities of the structural mosaic
Structuration theory also draws attention to the active
role of space in influencing the processes and outcomes
of Christian growth. Religious organisations need to be
studied in relation to the spatial contexts in which they
operate, as ‘underlying codes have to be inferred from
surface manifestations’ and space ‘has to be considered
in terms of its involvement in the construction of
systems of interaction’ (Giddens 1984, 16, 368). Thus
while structural contexts and organisational agencies
determine the rate of Christian growth, space mediates
growth and, in doing so, reveals otherwise hidden
patterns of religious activity (Giddens’ ‘systems of
interaction’). In North America and Europe, for
example, Muslims ‘strain at being thus constrained’
(Metcalf 1996, 12) with majority resistance playing a
central role in shaping the spatial behaviours and
patterns of Muslim minorities. In light of this, closer
empirical examination of evangelical space is needed to
show how it both reflects and reproduces the systems of
interaction that arise from structuration.
Exploring the spatial modalities of the structural
mosaic will reveal the geographical extent of how and
why evangelical groups are able to grow, in spite of
resistance. Doing so will contribute to a number of
recent developments in the geographies of religion,
notably the growing engagement with ‘the spatialities of
religion that lie beyond the church and chapel’ (Brace
et al. 2006, 38; Kong 2010; Sheringham 2010). Building
on the criticism that the secular has been treated as a
residual category of analysis and understanding
(Wilford 2010), geographers have started to make
concerted efforts to explore how religious processes
intersect with secular spaces (e.g. Dwyer et al. 2012;
Hopkins 2011). Leveraging the structural mosaic causes
evangelical groups to exploit ‘secular advantages’
(Henkel and Sakaja 2009, 51) in and through both
religious and secular spaces, a dynamic that encourages
more nuanced understandings of ‘the ways that power
works through the various levels, realms and concep-
tions of space, in and through religious processes’
(McAlister 2005, 249). Moreover, exploring the method
and effect of realising evangelical agency in and
through secular space contributes to an understanding
of not just religious growth, but religious conversion as
well.
Religious conversion – defined broadly as ‘a process
of change that involves the (re)definition of self and
other’ (Woods 2012a, 10) – is the mechanism that
drives evangelical Christian growth in the contempo-
rary world, and a field of nascent interest for geogra-
phers of religion. In hostile environments, such
‘process[es] of change’ are wide-ranging and often
contentious. Evangelical groups operating through the
structural mosaic use social ministries to help redefine
Christianity, to convert space (from secular to reli-
gious, and vice versa) and to provide a pretext for
proselytisation (creating a space of conversion – see
Woods 2012a). While geographers have recently
started to engage with social ministries in the context
of the ‘postsecular’ city (see Cloke and Beaumont
2012; also Beaumont 2008; Molendijk et al. 2010),
scholarly understandings of the relationship between
welfare provision and faith-motivation remain uncrit-
ical, and often overlook the predatorial (or, at least,
self-motivated) intentions that foreground the provi-
sion of welfare to underprivileged segments of society.
In countries like Sri Lanka, the strong demand for
social ministries creates numerous opportunities for
subtle forms of evangelical influencing and conversion,
even while the religious structure seeks to restrict
evangelical praxis. Such a dynamic contributes to a
politics of growth that implicates evangelical groups
operating in Sri Lanka and beyond.
Empirical context and methodology
Buddhism dominates the religious structure of Sri
Lanka. The 1978 Constitution of the Democratic
Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka confers Buddhism the
‘foremost place’, with the state being duty-bound to
‘protect and foster the Buddha Sasana [the teaching of
the Buddha]’ (Article 9). Compounding such constitu-
tional primacy has been the emergence of a number of
right-wing Buddhist factions in recent decades, many of
which have adopted anti-democratic and totalitarian
means to defend the integrity and sovereignty of the
Bauddha Rajya (‘Buddhist State’). One of the most
prominent organisations is the ultranationalist Jathika
Hela Urumaya (JHU), a monk-led political party that
seeks to mobilise communities against ‘alien’ elements
that are believed to pose a threat to Buddhist society
and culture. Such mobilisation has provoked outrage
among more moderate Buddhists who object to the
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encroachment of religion into the political domain (and
vice versa – see, for example, Grant 2009; Spencer
2012; Tambiah 1992), but has also resulted in attempts
to suppress the growth and autonomy of minority
groups via increasingly punitive means (see Bartho-
lomeusz and de Silva 1998; Deegalle 2006). Evangelical
Christian2 groups pose a competitive threat to the
Buddhist structure, and are subject to various forms of
repression. While the ‘evangelical’ label is broad and
reductive – evangelical churches differ markedly in
terms of size, theology, financial backing, level of
syncretism and strategies of evangelism – it does help
delineate a group of churches that are united by their
overarching commitment to evangelisation and growth
(see Woods 2012b). Indeed, in order to facilitate
Buddhist conversion to Christianity, many churches
have developed alternative strategies of ‘clandestine
proselytizing’ (Gerhardt 2008, 920) that involve a
conflation of the religious and the secular in and
through various forms of engagement and spaces.
Paradoxically, such strategies have further outraged
right-wing Buddhist factions, who accuse evangelical
groups of trying to ‘unethically’ convert Buddhists to
Christianity. In a bid to stem such a problem, in 2004
the JHU drafted a Prohibition of Forcible Conversion
Bill that seeks to outlaw religious conversion by force,
fraud or allurement. If passed, anyone caught aiding or
abetting such activity will be liable for imprisonment
of between five and seven years and a fine of between
Rs. 150 000 and Rs. 500 000.3 Significantly, the higher
sentence and fine are for those accused of converting
people who are often the target of social ministries,
such as samurdhi (welfare) beneficiaries; prison, reha-
bilitation and detention centre inmates; physically and
mentally handicapped persons; students and minors;
and the inmates of refugee camps. Such measures are
not only a response to contemporary evangelical
activity, but are also informed by centuries of Christian
missionisation in Sri Lanka. The belligerent legacy of
the Catholic Church in particular (and other churches
linked to the colonial enterprise more generally) fuels
anti-Christian discourses, and helps justify contempo-
rary claims of unethical conversion and Christian neo-
colonisation. As a result, the actions of Christian
groups are subject to close surveillance (see Woods
2012b), with evangelical engagement via the structural
mosaic being as much about changing community
perceptions of Christianity as it is about religious
switching and growth.
Against this contextual backdrop, 106 in-depth
interviews were conducted with a variety of stakehold-
ers throughout 2010–2011. While a majority of inter-
views were with the leaders of various evangelical
churches (from large evangelical institutions to auton-
omous house churches), parachurch organisations and
Christian NGOs, interviews were also conducted with
leaders of mainline churches, Buddhist groups and
government bodies. Focusing on elites enables an
appreciation of the strategies of organisational growth
and repression that contribute to evangelical efficacy.
Interviews were conducted in eight locations around
the country. A majority were in the capital city,
Colombo – Sri Lanka’s locus of modernity and,
accordingly, the epicentre of the evangelical commu-
nity. Most others were conducted in the southern
districts of Galle, Matara and Hambantota (where the
Buddhist hierarchy wields greatest influence and anti-
Christian resistance is most pronounced) and the
central districts of Kandy (the ‘Vatican of Buddhism’
according to one respondent) and Nuwara Eliya (which
is populated by significant communities of Tamil (often
Hindu) tea estate labourers). A minority of interviews
were conducted in the Tamil-dominated (and, there-
fore, resolutely non-Buddhist) northern district of
Vavuniya (a garrison town that is a hub for humanitar-
ian and aid agencies) and eastern district of Trincoma-
lee. Given the sensitive nature of the research,
anonymity was guaranteed to all participants and the
findings are presented in abstracted form.
Evangelism, social ministry and the
structural mosaic
The strong emphasis placed by evangelical groups on
social ministries serves both a theological purpose and
an indelibly practical one. Social ministries enable
religious agency to be expressed in subtle ways, which
leads to the ‘rupturing of the seemingly hegemonic
spaces of the current order, producing new lines of
flight and new spaces of hope’ (Cloke 2010, 234). This
involves evangelical groups first embedding themselves
within local structures before shaping them to their
advantage. In the discussion that follows I explore such
processes of embedding and shaping in more detail,
focusing on how the structural mosaic enables the
penetration of Christian influence and the obfuscation
of evangelical space. The seemingly inextricable rela-
tionship between evangelical groups and social minis-
tries is highlighted throughout.
Christian influencing via the structural mosaic
Throughout Sri Lanka, evangelical agency is not
diminished or nullified by the repressive structural
context within which Christian organisations operate.
Instead, the structural context forces different, often
less obvious expressions of religious agency and less
religion-centric strategies of evangelism. Rather than
competing on religious terms, Christian groups com-
monly meet a non-religious need of society that brings
them ‘closer to local communities and allow[s] different
ways of interacting’ (McGregor 2010, 737; see also
Olson 2008), enabling the articulation of otherwise
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suppressed religious agency. In doing so, evangelists are
able to embed themselves in society, over time creating
spaces of conversion that enable them to exert Chris-
tian agency in more explicit ways: ‘you need to be able
to go in, blend … after people accept you, then maybe
you can start [evangelising]’ (Evangelical Church,
Galle). Many studies embrace the importance of
Christian inculturation (recent examples include Col-
lins 2007; Stanley 2007), yet an appreciation of how
social ministries enable evangelical groups to operate in
a less distinctive or religiously obtrusive way is lacking.
Below I explore two ways in which evangelical
groups use the structural mosaic to establish and
consolidate a Christian presence, and one outcome of
such use. In the first instance, I develop an appreciation
of how the structural mosaic is used as a strategy of
Christian inception, and how it enables the reframing
of Christianity. In the second instance, I explore the
ways in which such use intersects with and often fuels
allegations of unethical activity, drawing specific atten-
tion to the fact that social ministries are liable to
exploitation by providers and beneficiaries alike.
The structural mosaic as a strategy of Christian
inception
Social engagement plays a salient role in downplaying
religious alterity. When establishing a Christian pres-
ence in a village or locality (termed ‘frontier’ evange-
lism), pastors often begin by disguising their religious
motivations. They live in situ, interact with their
neighbours on a social level, and start a secular job or
provide a secular service that enables them to play a
visible, yet non-threatening role in society. As one
Colombo-based pastor responsible for a network of
churches put it: ‘we encourage our pastors increasingly
to be bi-vocational and to wear a couple of hats; to be
operational in society provides you with a different
entry point, and a different identity’. Acceptance into
the social structure foreshadows acceptance into the
religious structure, with evangelical intent permeating
the behaviours and actions of frontier pastors: ‘English
classes like this help the people … through that we are
sowing the love of Jesus Christ’ (Evangelical Church,
Galle); ‘there are so many community activities through
which also we evangelise, but very indirectly’ (Evangel-
ical Church, Colombo). Such actions not only reveal
the sensitivity of evangelical groups to the structural
context in which they operate, but the overlapping of
social practices and religious goals as well.
To be clear, evangelism is not just an outcome of
social engagement, but often provides the motivation
for it in the first place. In the highly resistant southern
districts, for example, one frontier pastor established a
foothold in a resolutely non-Christian village by first
establishing a small English and music school. Over
time this ‘entry point’ led to the realisation of his
evangelical ambition; he now has an established church
and large congregation, and is able to be more candid
about his proselytising motivations:
still we are teaching people English and music. Still we are
continuing, but my main purpose here is not to teach English
and music. My primary focus is that people should know
their God. So English and music was the means, the way to
approach people. (Evangelical Church, Matara)
This example shows an expansion of acceptance over
time, frommeeting a narrowly focused need (education)
to the eventual formalisation of Christian presence in a
village where hostility once prevailed. It also emphasises
the overarching evangelical remit of many pastors, with
social ministries often providing little more than a front
for more subversive forms of evangelical intent (see
Hollenbach and Ruwanpura 2011).
The village setting is where the structural mosaic
wields greatest effect, as rural society is typically more
homogeneous, meaning religious engagement is more
likely to have a polarising, rather than pluralising
effect: ‘they [the village] see the Christians coming in
and disrupting that [religious] unity’ (Evangelical
Church, Colombo). As a result, church inception is
often contingent upon the approval of the Buddhist
hierarchy of a locality, as ‘the law doesn’t prevent you
from having a church, but the structure of it [society],
the local structure can stop you’ (Evangelical Church,
Galle); ‘you will never be able to break in [to a southern
village] from the outside, that’s impossible… you have
to identify with them’ (Evangelical Church, Galle).
Given that the Buddhist structure is most influential in
rural society, social ministries provide a conduit
through which evangelical groups can establish a
presence and ‘identify’ with the community, while
obviating the problems associated with introducing
Christianity as a competing religious group. Providing
secular services, such as pre-schools, creates opportu-
nities for Christian groups to infiltrate even the most
hostile villages and gain acceptance:
there was strong opposition [to Christianity] in that com-
munity … [but] then the people came to know about this
pre-school… and with that, we had a lot of contact with the
village … gradually that hostile environment changed.
(Mainline Church, Colombo)
Through regular, secular contact with communities,
pastors are able to establish a basis of trust from which
they can begin the process of religious influencing.
Such a process is often predicated on the ability of
evangelical groups to reframe Christianity in a more
positive light.
Reframing Christianity via the structural mosaic
By leveraging the structural mosaic, evangelical groups
must traverse categories of understanding and engage
communities in a number of non-religious ways. As a
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result, social ministries encourage communities to re-
frame Christianity in a broader schema that goes beyond
the existing boundaries of religious understanding:
[we] identify what the community wants; if it’s food, or
shelter, we provide that … By doing that, they [the
community] have got a broader mindset of who Jesus is,
and what the church is. (Evangelical Church, Colombo)
In doing so, evangelical groups are able to circumvent
the problem of religious difference – ‘they say “OK,
you’re not here to harm us, you’re here to help us”’
(Evangelical Church, Colombo) – to the extent that
social ministries can help mitigate the risk of persecu-
tion: ‘our persecution is very less because of the
Montessori’ (Evangelical Church, Colombo). Social
ministries can help offset the antagonisms that arise
from Christian alterity, and play an instrumental role in
generating societal acceptance of Christian presence.
Nowhere has such reframing been more pronounced
than in the southern coastal region in the aftermath of
the 2004 Asian tsunami, when Christian groups gained
widespread publicity for their rapid and generous
approach to aid distribution and community recon-
struction.4 The fact that such a region is a hotbed of
anti-Christian sentiment and activity reveals the value
of the structural mosaic in helping to reframe Chris-
tianity in a more positive light. For one church located
in a highly resistant village along the southern coastline,
reframing brought about tangible benefits, enabling it
to shift from a position of vulnerability – it was
frequently attacked and evicted from various premises
– to one of relative acceptance and spatial fixity. As
the leader of the church told me:
they [the local structure] wouldn’t give me any place because
they have been brainwashed into thinking that this [Chris-
tianity] is a foreign religion… people refused to rent houses
to us; not the people at large, but there is a small group who
is against [us].
In the aftermath of the tsunami, however, the actions of
the church and its network of collaborators made the
shift possible. Regarding the distribution of aid, I was
told how:
We made it certain that they knew all these supplies
[distributed to those afflicted by the tsunami] are coming
from Christian people with a Christian mind. That’s it, that’s
all. And very few people converted through that; but it made
an impact on all of them. They view us with different eyes;
they wouldn’t give us any [permanent] place, but then we
saw this place and we bought it. The month we moved in
then these Buddhists, they had their meetings [which are
often a precursor to acts of resistance] and they talked to
those people again. The people came and told us ‘we are not
going for those meetings’. Means they view us with different
eyes; their perspective changed. (Evangelical Church, Galle)
In this instance, the indirect effects of social ministry
(‘they view us with different eyes’) overshadow the
direct effects (‘very few people converted’). Subtle and
less overtly proselytising approaches like this have
become the norm in light of growing scrutiny sur-
rounding the actions of evangelical groups. Indeed, a
Colombo-based representative of an international
Christian NGO explained the relationship between
social ministry and evangelism:
the question has been asked, ‘why do you do this work?’ But
it would be nice if people, the communities, even go beyond
and say, ‘who is your God?’ So then that becomes an
opportunity for us to talk about God; [we] create the
opportunities where they will ask about our God.
As this and the preceding examples show, evangelical
intent (the desire to ‘create the opportunities where
they will ask about our God’) is never far removed from
the day-to-day practices of social ministry. Social
ministries often provide a pretext for proselytisation –
an association that invariably fuels allegations of
unethical activity.
The structural mosaic as an arbiter of unethical
activity
The conversion of non-Christians to Christianity is one
of the clearest manifestations of growth, with social
ministries playing an integral role in engaging potential
converts. Existing scholarly understandings of faith-
motivated social engagement do, however, tend to
uncritically presuppose that ‘charity can be reproduced
as love and friendship, a gratuitous and creative giving’
rather than such engagement being ‘a continuing
pursuit of, control of, and power over the socially
excluded other’ (Cloke 2010, 233, 235). Indeed, the acts
of charity associated with social ministries are often
underwritten by ‘an expectation and an implicit
demand for acquiescence from the beneficiaries’
(Hollenbach and Ruwanpura 2011, 1299), with such
expectations and demands contributing directly to the
allegation of unethical activity that has, for many years,
implicated Sri Lanka’s Christian community (see
Matthews 2007; Owens 2007). As a result, the space
of conversion that is an outcome of leveraging the
structural mosaic is one replete with tension and
conflated ambition.
The inability (or unwillingness) to compromise the
potential for evangelical gain is a defining feature of
evangelical groups (see Woods 2012b, 210). This, com-
bined with the reliance on social ministries, invariably
results in a ‘conflation of practices and goals that
muddies the water between what are legitimate or
illegitimate grounds for proselytization, as perceived by
different religious groups’ (Woods 2012a, 9). For exam-
ple, one mainline pastor recounted with shock how a
group of evangelists working in a flood-stricken area
distributed meal packets that contained gospel tracts
hidden inside: ‘I mean, here you have a disaster-ridden,
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helpless situation, and these people are helping them in
order to proselytise?’ (Mainline Church, Colombo).
Such a conflation of practices bolsters allegations of
unethical activity, and validates Buddhist condemnation
of evangelical groups. This has proved to be a deterrent
for some evangelical groups,
we are very careful that we don’t do social service in an area
where we want to start a church… if you do that, then they
[the community] consider it unethical conversion (Evangel-
ical Parachurch, Colombo).
For others, however, it is the inability to attract
converts that can minimise the desirability of social
ministries. A medical clinic set up in a tea estate in
Nuwara Eliya, for example, provided a front for church
growth, but was discontinued once it was apparent that
the desired results were not being produced:
I have help from a few of my friends from Kerala [India],
they pay for all the medicine and everything was given free,
so lots of people came [to the medical clinic], they stand in a
queue. But sad to say, we haven’t had a single conversion.
Do you still do it?
No, no, we don’t do it, because there is no point.
Despite the popularity of the medical clinic, it is proven
to be an ineffective tool of growth, and is therefore
discontinued. The admission that ‘we haven’t had a
single conversion’ not only reveals the self-serving
nature of the medical clinic, but also raises a core
challenge associated with leveraging the structural
mosaic. Evangelical groups use social ministries as a
channel through which they can evangelise, while
beneficiaries use them to meet a social need. Such
misaligned intentions create opportunities for provid-
ers to exploit the beneficiaries (in the form of ‘uneth-
ical’ conversion), but for beneficiaries to exploit the
providers as well (by refusing to move from a position
of social to religious engagement). While leveraging the
structural mosaic often results in a conflation of intent
that accords with popular understandings of unethical
action, the effect of such actions (i.e. conversion) must
not be assumed. In other words, while many Buddhists
condemn the actions of evangelical groups as being
unethical, little consideration is given to the agency of
the beneficiaries in determining the outcome of such
actions.
Obfuscating evangelical space via the structural
mosaic
The structural mosaic presupposes multiple layers of
spatial ordering that obfuscate the distinction between
structure and agency. In doing so, it creates niches that
enable new religious options to establish a foothold in a
locality and flourish (see Henkel and Sakaja 2009). As
a result, spaces of evangelism are necessarily complex
and multi-layered in order to overcome the stifling
prohibitiveness of the structural context. Outward
symbols of Christianity are often eschewed in order to
downplay signs of alterity. This contributes to the
emergence of ambiguous places that integrate both
religious and secular, or different religious identities
and meanings in one site (see Hopkins et al. 2011;
Massey 2005). The most successful evangelical groups
are defined by multifaceted productions of space, and
the production of new spatial metaphors. To this end,
the conversion of space holds strategic value for
evangelical groups and is defined by ambiguous mean-
ings, flexible uses and an overarching commitment to
Christian growth.
Below I explore two spatial formations that are
specific outcomes of evangelical engagement in and
through the structural mosaic. The first examines the
establishment of social ministries on temple grounds as
a form of spatial subordination; the second examines
the establishment and expansion of evangelical
churches as a form of spatial subversion. Such practices
involve the reframing of Christianity; first within the
spatial parameters of the Buddhist temple and second
within secular space. Both are potent examples of the
obfuscation of evangelical space via the structural
mosaic, and both constitute an important part of the
growth discourse in Sri Lanka.
The Buddhist temple as a space of subordination
Evangelical groups use space to obfuscate and over-
come the distinction between Buddhist structure and
evangelical agency. In a number of cases, the space of
representation occupied by evangelical groups – that
which ‘makes imaginative and symbolic use of physical
space in order to realise the possibility of resisting the
power of a dominant order, regime or discourse’ (Knott
2005a, 165; after Lefebvre 1991) – is produced within
the most pervasive representation of Buddhist space:
the temple. In Sri Lanka, the temple plays a centripetal
role in villages throughout the country (see Southwold
1983); it is the political centre of the community, and is
traditionally used to meet the social and religious needs
of the village: ‘in every village you will have a Buddhist
temple, there is a certain Buddhist structure there’
(Christian NGO, Colombo). Evangelical organisations
embrace this fact, regularly using temple grounds as a
base for social ministry projects:
We have a [medical] clinic once a month: one in the
[Buddhist] temple, the second one in the municipal council,
the third in his [the pastors’] church, so it rotates. So when
we go there [the temple] they know, OK, it’s a church, but
it’s [also] a community service. (Evangelical Church,
Colombo)
The apparent trade-off between ‘church’ and ‘community
service’ shows a substitution of community provision,
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from temple to church. Such a substitution is especially
contentious when it comes to children’s education,
given that ‘in ancient Sri Lanka the education was
completely on the hand of the priest and in the
temples; the temples were the schools’ (Buddhist
Organisation, Kandy). Christian pre-schools are fre-
quently found within both Christian churches and
Buddhist temples, and reflect the spatial possibilities
afforded by non-religious engagement with society:
in a place called Ratmalana [a southern Colombo suburb],
in a Buddhist temple, we have a children’s ministry, and the
monk is so happy… And we work closely with the monk…
and he knows we are Christian, but he is trusting us, he
knows, and works very closely with us. So we have kind of
built that rapport, that trust. (Christian NGO, Colombo)
Operating within the confines of the Buddhist temple
reflects an encroachment of Christian influence into
the traditionally sacrosanct confines of Buddhist space;
a process that enables multifaceted forms of competi-
tion to exist within the same spatial register.
The motivations for locating evangelical ministries
within temple grounds are, apparently, benign:
it’s a base for the community, it’s a place that the community
recognises as reaching out to the community, and as long as
you can keep both actions [social ministry and evangelism]
distinct, I think it’s valid [to operate within the temple
precinct] … It’s an accepted trend in the country; people
don’t see it as a conflict of interest or objectives, so it’s OK.
(Christian Parachurch, Colombo)
As explained above, for evangelical groups to ‘keep
both actions distinct’ is unlikely in practice. Moreover,
given the transformative potential of close geographical
proximity and association, a focus on social ministry
enables the recognition of evangelical pastors within
everyday spatial registers of Buddhist power and
influence. While Megoran (2010; see also Gerhardt
2008) shows how personal encounters can lead to an
ostensibly positive reframing of self and other, in this
instance the fact that Christians minister to society
within Buddhist space foregrounds a politics of prox-
imity that adds an extra layer of meaning to such
encounters. The politics of proximity suggests that
temple-bound encounters are more value-laden than
otherwise recognised, with evangelical agents having
much to gain from embedding themselves within
Buddhist space. In this instance, evangelicals use
Buddhist space to circumnavigate suspicion, and to
speak to people and groups in ways that at once enforce
and challenge both structural and spatial norms.
Evangelicals cloak religious difference in the garb of
religious fixity by operating within and enforcing
temple boundaries. This complicates the assumption
that
identities are constructed by establishing difference, by the
drawing of boundaries, by defining what they are not: there
is always an Other, and ‘othering’ is always a power relation.
(Vincent and Warf 2002, 46)
In post-tsunami Aceh, Indonesia, some Christian
NGOs helped rebuild Islamic infrastructure, showing
awareness of the fact that ‘if you want to have an
impact here you have to do it through Islam’ (cited in
McGregor 2010, 741). In Sri Lanka, as in Indonesia, the
mobilisation of evangelical groups to help restore
Buddhist temples after the tsunami provided a potent
way of reframing Christianity:
when they [the clean-up team] introduced themselves as
being from the church, he [the monk] was very shocked,
because most probably this polarisation concept had been
established in his mind. (Evangelical Church, Colombo)
Evangelical groups overcome the ‘polarisation concept’
by operating within Buddhist space, and by aligning
their apparent goals with those of the temple (e.g. the
reconstruction of temple infrastructure), thus trivialis-
ing the use of physical boundaries to demarcate
religious difference. Likewise, in Colombo an evangel-
ical church helped to rebuild the decrepit perimeter
wall of a nearby temple, because: ‘the community
needed to know that we are not against them … We
just need to open their eyes and say “OK, this is not
who you think we are; we are this, we are not that”’.
Such actions – which are simultaneously boundary
enforcing (in a physical sense), yet boundary tran-
scending (in a conceptual sense) – enable new forms of
spatial understanding and new opportunities for the
reframing, acceptance and growth of Christian groups.
A desired outcome of spatial subordination is often
not just to gain the acceptance of the temple or the
community; it is a necessary first step in the sequencing of
the structural mosaic. Spatial subordination translates
into spatial subversion, just as meeting a social need
translates into religious influencing over time. One
pastor of a Colombo-based church told me how his
regional church planting strategy does, in the early
stages, have little to do with the actual planting of
churches: ‘if I come in [to a village] and say, “you know,
I’m going to build a church”, they [the village] will
compare and say “what’s going to happen to the
temple?”’ In lieu of a church, spatial subordination is
used to gain the acceptance of the temple (and, by proxy,
the village) first, before adopting a more formal evan-
gelical presence: ‘if I come in and say “OK,we’re going to
have a mobile clinic in the temple”, then they will say
“OK, this is OK”’. Here the position of religious polarity
(i.e. church outside of, and in opposition to the temple) is
substituted for one of cohesion and subordination (i.e.
medical clinic inside, and in sync with the temple). The
mobile clinic provides a pretext for Christian engage-
ment, with the temple grounds not only enabling the
obfuscation of evangelical space, but the obfuscation of
evangelical intent as well.
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The evangelical church as a space of subversion
As previously mentioned, the planting of churches is
beset with difficulty. A formalised presence can provoke
hostility as ‘a building denotes strength and stability’
(Evangelical Church, Hambantota), and is ‘part of the
process of sending a message to society that we are part
of the national mosaic, and we are here, and we mean
business’ (Evangelical Church, Colombo). Church build-
ings are a manifestation of the spatial encroachment of a
marginal religious group, and are seen as a direct threat
to the Buddhist structure of a locality:
this pastor had a big problem … they [the community]
thought he is going to build a church here, [then] all the
problem came, all these village people [were] against him.
After that he stopped; they have started a Buddhist temple.
(Evangelical Church, Galle)
Likewise in India, evangelical churches have been
unable to contend with the structural determinants of
certain localities, being overcome by nationalist groups
and converted into Hindu places of worship instead
(Jenkins 2007). Thus while Chivallon asserts that
resistance stops as soon as agents ‘have access to the
full codification of the physical space’ (2001, 477), in
Sri Lanka, evangelical churches often operate in and
through non-codified (often secular) spaces in order to
downplay or camouflage their religious alterity, and to
avoid presenting a physical target that can be attacked.
These examples reveal the symbolic potency of Chris-
tian presence and highlight the value of the structural
mosaic – and, more specifically, the appropriation and
use of secular spaces for evangelical worship – in
obfuscating the physical form of the evangelical church.
As a result, evangelical Christian presence is often
more strongly associated with the ‘secular’ sites of
social ministries than it is the church building. Evan-
gelical groups subvert normative conceptions of Chris-
tian place (i.e. the church) in order to exert evangelical
agency. As one pastor put it:
the mentality [is that] if anyone come to church, that person
is a Christian … But if you have a house meeting or a
Sunday school, the people are not thinking about that …
The community can’t think about [a church] like that.
(Evangelical Church, Colombo)
Operating through the structural mosaic causes the
evangelical church to become an ambiguously defined
place, one that eschews outward signs of Christianity
and yet operates as a central gathering place from
which Christian presence can be consolidated and
evangelical agency expressed. While the house church
is a clear exemplar of spatial subversion in Sri Lanka,
more established churches also practise larger-scale
and typically more audacious strategies of spatial
subversion in order to expand. As a Kandy-based
leader of an established evangelical church, hoping to
expand to a new 5000-seat venue explained,
There are ways and means of getting a [church] building done
…Youcan build a building anduse it for commercial purposes
Monday to Saturday. [If you] have an air-conditioned building
you can hire it for seminars and stuff like that. Sunday, use it
for your church service, in which case you don’t have to
register it as a church. You can have it as a, maybe as a
community centre, right? … Kandy doesn’t have a youth
centre; we are going to build a youth centre where you will
have badminton, squash, weightlifting; a gym, a coffee shop…
Wewill not register it as, in a sense, as a church.Wewill say it is
a, it will be designated like any other community centre or hall.
As this and the preceding examples show, the conver-
sion of space for evangelical purposes can adopt various
forms over time. Pastors have become attuned to the
fact that ‘Monday to Saturday’ the church can become a
community centre, while on Sunday the community
centre becomes a church. Such an ambiguous delinea-
tion of boundaries between the sacred and the secular
enables the church to circumnavigate the restrictions on
church growth enforced by local Buddhist hierarchies,
while remaining accessible to a broad cross-section of
the population. This enables the ‘church’ to become an
important centre of and for the community, and a base
from which Christianity can become more entrenched
and empowered. In this sense, leveraging the structural
mosaic provides new and often radical possibilities for
Christian acceptance and expansion in and through
different spatial registers.
Conclusion
This paper integrates disparate theoretical and disci-
plinary standpoints in order to generate a more robust
understanding of evangelical Christian growth. I have
argued that leveraging the structural mosaic through
the use of social ministries enables otherwise margina-
lised religious groups to establish a presence and grow,
despite resistance. I have also argued that sensitivity to
the spatial practices of evangelical groups reveals the
agentic role of space in disguising difference and
obfuscating the true extent of evangelical presence.
The example of evangelical groups using social minis-
tries to establish themselves on temple grounds pro-
vides a potent indication of the ‘spatial possibilities [of
marginal groups] that vie for ascendancy’ (Knott 2005b,
165). It is these possibilities that serve to disrupt
normative conceptions of religious structure and tradi-
tion, with space playing an integral role in the ‘ever-
shifting social geometry of power and signification in
which the material and ideological are co-constitutive’
(Jazeel and Brun 2009, 4). How evangelical groups are
able to shift the ‘social geometry of power and
signification’ in their favour is through the manipula-
tion of people’s frame of spatial reference, which is
achieved by collapsing different expressions of agency
into one workable, albeit contentious, form.
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While the explicit aim of this paper has been to
develop a more robust understanding of evangelical
Christian growth, it also presents a clear attempt to
engage with a discourse emanating from and illumi-
nating the social scientific study of religion at large. In
doing so, it addresses recent calls to advance a
geography of religion sub-discipline that is ‘viewed
not in exclusory terms, but as a transgressive lens that
can be focused upon any field of social scientific
inquiry, geographical or otherwise’ (Woods 2012a, 13;
see also Brace et al. 2006; Kong 2010). The ensuing
cross-pollination of ideas and concepts mutually
strengthens the discourse of religious growth and the
geographies of religion as well. That being said, many
of the ideas introduced in this paper can be developed
further. Foremost is the continual need to explore how
conversion intersects with the appropriation and pro-
duction of secular spaces for religious purposes. Doing
so will foster greater appreciation of the agentic value
of space in catalysing religious change, creating possi-
bilities for religious concealment and alterity, and
problematising the regulation of religious groups in Sri
Lanka and beyond.
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Notes
1 Throughout the paper, the term ‘evangelical Christian’
refers primarily to Pentecostal groups that are defined by a
strong emphasis on evangelism.
2 In Sri Lanka, there is a clear-cut distinction between
‘mainline’ and ‘non-mainline’ churches (although such a
distinction is most pronounced in the urban setting, where
‘mainline’ churches are more structurally entrenched and
typically wield more power than their ‘non-mainline’
counterparts, the same cannot be said for rural areas).
While the former includes more longstanding denomina-
tions (e.g. Anglican, Methodist, Christian Reformed,
Catholic) that are officially recognised by the government,
the latter tend to be more recently introduced, are not
recognised by the government and often pursue more
aggressive strategies of growth. While the ‘evangelical’
label primarily speaks to the latter category, it is not to the
exclusion of the former.
3 Rs. 100 is roughly equivalent to US$1, rendering these
amounts US$1500 and US$5000 respectively.
4 Although it should be noted that such responses also
fomented allegations of unethical conversion (see Mat-
thews 2007).
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